Fermitex - Liquid
Technical data sheet

FERMITEX does not attack metals (except for zinc
and aluminium), porcelain, glass, etc. Plastic
drainage pipes are not attacked by FERMITEX.
Since some types of enamel can be dulled by
FERMITEX, it is advisable in this case to ensure that
the lye does not stand in the enamel for a long
time. Regular use also prevents constipation and
prevents odor build-up. The pipe cleaner is
corrosive, so use suitable protective measures and
ventilate the rooms.
Shelf life and storage
Chemical pipe cleaner
Eliminates blockages, unpleasant odours and
dangerous bacteria in the drains from sinks, wash
basins, water closet bowls and urinals simply,
quickly and reliably.
Advantages & Features
scentless
automatic
highly effective
colorless
takes effect quickly
simple to apply
does not attack metals (except aluminium, zinc
and gold-plated fittings), glass or porcelain
corrosive pipe cleaner use suitable protective
agents

60 months shelf life when stored in a dry and dark
place at normal humidity and room temperature
Order number, article and packaging units
Oder-no
12005

Article
1l bottle

PU
12

Notice

Eliminates blockages, bad odors and dangerous
bacteria in drains from sinks, washbasins, toilets
and urinals easily, quickly and reliably.
We recommend pouring 1/3 of the content down
the drain for each application, avoiding backwater.

All information and recommendations contained in
this technical data sheet do not represent
guaranteed properties. They are based on our
research results and experience. However, they are
non-binding as we are not responsible for
compliance with the processing conditions may be,
since we do not know the special application
conditions at the user. A guarantee can only be
given for the consistently high quality of our
products. We recommend that you conduct
sufficient self-tests to determine whether the
specified product has the properties you want. A
claim from this is excluded. The processor bears sole
responsibility for incorrect or inappropriate use.

Tests and Approvals

Safety and health

./.

Caustic
drain
cleaner
(use
appropriate
preservatives). See safety data sheet.

Application areas

Use
Due to the chemical effects of FERMITEX, all
organic foreign objects such as leftover food etc.
are destroyed and washed away. Nevertheless,
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